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Graff clients are not just connoisseurs, 

they require the best of everything.  

From the aesthetics of their living space 

and the latest technology through to 

their taste in food, wine, wardrobe, 

transport and leisure activities, they are 

sophisticated, discerning and elegant.

10,000 copies of Graffiti Magazine are 

delivered directly to Graff’s top clients 

including CEO’s of multi-national 

corporations, entrepreneurs, celebrities 

and heads of state and royalty, all ultra 

high-net worth individuals based all 

over the world, from the US to the UK 

Graff Diamonds are worn by some 

of the wealthiest and most beautiful 

women in the world, bought by many 

of its richest men.  Beautiful to look at, 

entertaining and informative to read, 

Graffiti Magazine reflects the world of  

the Graff customer.

synonymous with the most fabulous jewels in the  
world. the name symbolises r arity, beauty, excellence  
and, above all, the best quality, cr aftsmanship and 
diamonds. a diamond company extr aordinaire, Gr aff 
produces polished diamonds from the rouGh sourced from 
mines around the world, makinG it one of the world’s 
leadinG diamond companies. 
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Optimism, chutzpah, confidence or wish-
ful thinking — call it what you will, but 
launching your first watch range during a 
global downturn certainly takes some 
guts. No wonder, then, that Graff caused 
raised eyebrows at March’s Baselworld 
watch fair with the announcement that it 
was entering the ever more competitive 
world of watches with a line-up of five 
different models, ranging from an elegant 
dress watch to a diamond-set tourbillon. 
Industry commentators were even more 
surprised to learn that the collection had 
been taken from drawing board to fin-
ished article in little more than a year, 
guided by the hand of Graff Luxury 
Watches CEO Michel Pitteloud.

Pitteloud, a veteran of the watch busi-
ness, approached Laurence Graff in Janu-
ary 2008 with the idea of creating a range 
of timepieces to reflect the ethos of one  
of the world’s greatest diamond houses. 
Laurence Graff agreed, so long as Pittel-
oud could formulate a fully integrated 
project that covered everything from  
design to marketing in double-quick time 
– and diamonds, of course, had to pro-
vide the inspiration.

The easiest solution to that might have 
been to take a regular-shaped case and 
simply cover it in gems, but Pitteloud 
chose to take a more adventurous route. 
Engaging the services of Swiss design 
studio Zucci, he decided to interpret the 
appearance of a cut diamond by making 
a faceted case that, in various sizes, 
would represent the common denomina-
tor of the range.

As anyone with more than a passing in-
terest in haute horlogerie knows, success-
fully pulling off a distinctive-looking case 
is one of the trickiest parts of designing a 

watch – with so many makes and models 
on offer, a contemporary timepiece needs 
to be identifiable from two metres but it 
can’t be so far-out as to be essentially un-
wearable. It also needs to be comfortable, 
practical, resilient and the majority of 
buyers also expect a decent degree of wa-
ter resistance.  Essentially, luxury watch-
es need to do it all with a masterful bal-
ance of individual style and versatility.

‘Getting the shape of the watch right was 
extremely difficult, because although it 
had to be individual it could not be too 
extreme – that is just not Graff,’ says 
Pitteloud. ‘We opted for an essentially 
round case shape, but a round shape that 
was inspired by the faceted design of the 
classic cut of a diamond, and this has 
been complemented by a faceted sap-
phire crystal case back and a diamond-
tipped crown. There was a great deal of 
fine tuning to do once we had established 
the basic shape, but 99 per cent of the 
people who have seen the finished prod-
uct have found it highly original.’

Original it certainly is, and horolophiles 
should quickly learn to spot a Graff 
watch from a distance – if in doubt, just 
look for the distinctive triangular emerald 
embedded in the 12 o’clock position.
The same basic design was subsequently 
translated into no fewer than five differ-

Time stands still for no man but the 
new range of timepieces from Graff 
will give even the most ardent watch 
enthusiast pause for thought....  

By Simon de Burton

ent watch families, namely the sporting 
ChronoGraff, the more formal GraffStar 
dress watch, the MasterGraff tourbillon 
and the luxuriously gem-set GraffSuper-
star and BabyGraff. 

Great attention has been paid to the fin-
ish across the range and, rather sensibly, 
Pitteloud opted for dependability rather 
than bells and whistles when it came to 
finding suitable movements for the core 
models. Look through the sapphire crys-
tal case back of, for example, the Chrono-
Graff or the GraffStar and you won’t find 
a rarefied mechanism created by a niche 
maker, but a tried, tested and always reli-
able ETA product – these mechanisms 
are horology’s equivalent of a Volkswagen 
Beetle engine. They go on for ever and 
are a wise choice for an initial foray into 
the highly technical watches. 

‘First and foremost we are not “watch-
makers” and do not pretend to be,’ says 
Pitteloud. ‘As a result we selected ETA 
movements for our ChronoGraff and 
GraffStar models because they are thor-
oughly tried and tested and simply the 
best movements of their type available. 
For tourbillon models we work with spe-
cialist producers of high complication, 
haute horlogerie movements who create 
very few pieces per year.’

In addition to having innovative cases, 
the Graff watch range also breaks new 
ground in offering versions such as the 
GraffSuperstar, which is the first watch 
ever made to have a bezel set with tril-
liant cut diamonds. Combined with addi-
tional trapeze-cut stones that decorate 
the dial, case and bracelet, the GraffSu-
perstar weighs in at an impressive 59 car-
ats and will be made in a limited edition 
of just 30 . The other models are limited, 

 ‘Horolophiles should 
quickly learn to spot  
 a Graff watch from a 
distance – just look for 
the emerald embedded  
in the 12 o’clock position’ GraffSuperstar
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Full colour display rates

Single page      £9,950

First 20%       £11,200

DPS       £17,500 

Inside front spread      £19,950

Outside back cover      £16,200

(All process subject to VAT)

Other special positions available  
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1-2 Ravey Street, London, EC2A 4QP

production@showmedia.net  

+44 (0) 203 222 0101

ad speciFications

All advertisements must be supplied 

on disk in hi-res PDF format, in CMYK. 

Advertisements containing RGB or LAB 

colour or images below 300dpi are 
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be accompanied by a contract proof 

which has been produced from the PDF 

supplied.
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hand pages.
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